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I participate in a number of online forums specializing in amateur built airplane issues and I strongly suggest you do likewise if you're building an airplane! 
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WIRE SIZING BY ROBERT L. NUCKOLLS, III I participate in a number of online forums specializing in amateur built airplane issues and I strongly suggest you do likewise if you're building an airplane! Over the past few days, I've been watching some discussions on wire sizing. If the material from which wires are made had zero resistance, then any size wire could carry any amount of current! While copper wire is the material of choice, it is NOT a perfect conductor of electrical energy. Some energy is lost irrespective of the current value or size of wire. Choosing a wire size appropriate to a task is a trade-off between cost and performance. We'd like to wire an airplane with the lightest, lowest cost wire. The task is to pick the smallest wire that provides acceptable performance. As a useful rule of thumb, remember that 10AWG wire has a resistance of 1 ohm per 1000 feet or .001 ohm per foot. Every time you step three AWG sizes, you double/half the wire's cross section. So, it follows that 13AWG wire is .002 ohms/foot, #16 is .004 ohms/foot, #19 is .008 ohms/per foot and 22 AWG is .016 ohms per foot. In the other direction, 7AWG is .0005; 4AWG is .00025 and 1AWG is .00013 ohms per foot. If you want to get a good estimate on intermediate sizes, just do a linear interpolation. For example, 20 AWG is about 1/3 of the way between .008 and .016 ohms per foot. So, 1/3 of .008 ohms is .0026 ohms. Add to .008 yields approximately .0106 ohms. A check of a REAL wire table says 20AWG is .0102 ... not bad for a quick approximation. Two important formulae for evaluating wire size to a task



are: (1) volts = Amps x Ohms (2) Watts = Amps x Volts Knowing the pathway resistance, you can calculate the LOSSES in any particular wire. Suppose we drag a 7 amp load through a piece of 20AWG in a composite airplane where the round trip from bus bar to load and back to ground is 15 feet. Fifteen feet times .0106 ohms power foot is .159 ohms. Using formula (1) we find: (3) Volts = 7 x . l 59 (4) Volts = 1.10 Plugging this result into (2): (5)Watts = 7x 1.10 (6) Watts = 7.7 Hmmm . . . 7.7 watts of the energy intended to run some device at the other end of the wire isn't getting there! Where does this power go? Into the air as HEAT. The wire table I've included here shows a 35°C temperature rise in 20 AWG wire loaded with 7 amps. This is a free-air figure. Suppose the wire is buried in a wire bundle? THEN 7 amps 56 JUNE 1997



will undoubtedly cause it to get much hotter. Okay, let's take the free air rise and say we're going to run this wire through the tailcone where we expect to see a hot day soak up to 65°C. with a 35° rise, the wire surface can be expected to top at 100°C . . . pretty toasty. The copper isn't in any trouble with this at this temperature but the considerations are two-fold: (1) The INSULATION should be treated for operation under these conditions. Mil-W-22759/16 wire is rated for continuous operation at 150°C. (2) The VOLTAGE DROP to the powered device needs to be evaluated for acceptable performance. In the example I've just cited, the 20AWG wire is adequate for temperature limits but a tad too small for getting at least 95% of the energy to the load on the other end. Chart 1 is a handy wire table to assist you in making wire sizing decisions. In the 20AWG, 7 amp, 15 foot scenario I illustrated, voltage drop is the condition I'd like to correct so going to 18AWG wire would reduce both voltage drop and temperature rise. The mathematics that confirms this as follows. Note that from Ohms law, Ohms = volts/amps. In the example below, the volts and amps cancel ohms leaving feet: (7) 1000 Allowable drop (volts) ———— x ————————————— : Max Path Feet Ohms/K-Feet Circuit Load (amps) Substituting 18AWG resistance, 5% drop and 7 amps load we get:



(8) 1000 6.39



0.7 7.0



= 15.6 Feet



The hypothetical, 7 amp, 15 foot path scenario is good with 18AWG wire, one size heavier than the wire tables might suggest. Now, all this having been said, there are no hard rules for derating a wire. If you suspect that voltage drop might be an issue, do your own analysis like that above . . . I like to keep wire losses under 5% in most applications. In some cases, a gross overload of a wire is acceptable. For example: 250 amps to crank an engine is routinely handled with 2AWG wire . . . a TEMPORARY 250% overload. In starting circuits, voltage drops are very important. I've had a lot of canard-pusher builders wrestle with starter performance when their ships were wired with 4AWG and the battery was in the nose. This is about a 24 foot round trip! Play with the numbers yourself and see how much of a 12 volt battery (with an internal resistance of .004 ohms) is going to get to a starter on the far end of 4AWG wires in a Long-EZ. On the other hand, an RV with the battery right behind the firewall can use 4AWG in the cranking pathways



because the round trip is only 4 or 5 feet long. Another "exception" is illustrated in my choice of 20AWG wire to alternator regulators that use a field supply path to sense bus voltage . . . seems like overkill in a 3 amp circuit! Consider that some regulators become unstable with mere millivolts of uncertainty about bus voltage. A 22AWG field supply, 4 feet long inserts 240 millivolts of "rubber band" in the regulator's sense circuit with a 3 amp load. Changing to 20AWG wire drops the uncertainty to 150 millivolts. This mini-seminar illustrates the potential pitfalls of hooking things up according to any wire chart on hand. I'm more likely to upsize a wire due to voltage drop than I am for temperature rise. This is where networking with other builders and individuals willing to share a career's worth of experience is very much worth your time and trouble. Contrary to popular belief, there are few concerns for "burning up" cop-



AWG No. 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16



18 20 22



Ohms per 1000ft. .156 .249 .395 .628 .999 1.59 2.53 4.01 6.39 10.2 16.1



per wires. The major considerations are insulation ratings AND making sure the devices you power up will run well with acceptable losses. When in doubt as to temperature rise (wire passes through a hot section of the airplane or is buried in a bundle of wires) pick the next larger diameter wire for the circuit. When in doubt as to voltage drop, do the calculations. For a continuous running load to lose more than 5% of its voltage enroute is good cause to put in bigger wire. Finally, if you expect to exceed 150°C (rise plus ambient) on a wire run, re-route the wire, shielding it from heat sources or put in fatter wire. Now, here's a brain teaser for you. Why does the path length for 5% drop get longer as the wire diameter increases?? Hint: What is the mechanism by which a warm object sheds heat energy into the surrounding environment? Correct answers snailmailed or emailed to me at the address below will be rewarded for their scholarly diligence. •*



Amps for 35°CRise



Amps for 10°CRise



Max Path for 5% loss at 35°C Rating (Feet)



100 72 54 40 30
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45ft. 39ft. 32ft. 27ft. 23ft. 22ft.
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15 12.5 10 7 5



40



30 20 15 12.5 10 7 5 4 3



18ft. 14ft. 11 ft. 10ft. 8ft.



A GOOD THING JUST GOT BETTER NOW WITH FUEL FLOW • LF, Lean Find™ automatically finds first cylinder to peak. • Automatically scans all



functions at a pilot preset rate.



• Shock Cooling, a Myth or not, the information is available for the pilot, in degrees per minute. • Detects Alternator Failure and displays Voltage • Fuel Flow



now available GPS input, fuel to destination, Gal/Hr. and fuel burned.



• Alarms on all functions. Alarm displayed as soon as activated. • RS232 data port for output to palmtop / laptop computers. • TSO Quality, FAA STC



approved for fuel flow connection • Made in the USA.
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